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simple technique that creates striking and original results. Using basic metal
punch tools--dots and lines--author Aisha Formanski brings a fresh approach to
jewelry-making inspired by Mexican stamped tin mirrors. Styles range from direct
references to the Mexican folk art that first inspired her to geometric patterns
that resemble tin ceilings or printed fabric to designs that look like Japanese
sashiko or other embroidery. In addition to Aisha's stamping and design
techniques, enjoy tutorials on basic metalworking skills: • Riveting • Creating
holes • Shaping • Antiquing • Basic polishing • And filing Aisha focuses on
inexpensive metals such as copper, brass, and nickel and shows how to create basic
punch designs with just one stamp. She then demonstrates how the same design can
be elaborated using two, three, or more different punches. The design
possibilities are endless!
DIY Stamped Metal Jewelry Adrianne Surian 2016-09-01 Create beautiful, wearable
works of art! With step-by-step instructions and photographs for thirty one-of-akind pieces, DIY Stamped Metal Jewelry shows you how easily you can make your own
beautiful and creative stamped-metal accessories. All you need are some easy-tofind basic tools, various metals, and a few simple techniques. Adrianne Surian,
creator of HappyHourProjects.com, presents illustrated instructions for easy,
stunning designs, from customizable friendship bracelets to layered necklaces to
rings for every mood. Stamped jewelry fits every wardrobe and every style, because
it's an expression of you!
Steel Wire Jewelry Brenda Schweder 2010-11-01 Collects 35 cutting-edge projects
for fashioning steel wire into earrings, necklaces, bracelets and rings, in a
full-color book that outlines techniques for creating chains, ribbons, clasps and
closures. Original.
Jewelry Metals James Binnion 2015
Mixed Metal Jewelry Workshop Mary Hettmansperger 2010 Metal clay, one of the
hottest trends in jewellery making, is combined with traditional metal forms to
create fabulous jewellery. 20 fun projects, professional instruction and a gallery
of inspirational jewellery shows jewellers and general crafters how to combine an
easy-to-work material with sheet metal, wire and other materials.
Metal Jewelry in Bloom Melissa Cable 2013-02-18 Take a walk through the metal
garden, and admire the delicate blooms and intricate details. Dogwood blossoms,
orchids, daisies, wisteria, daffodils, sunflowers, and many more beautiful flowers
are all crafted from metal and finished with embellishments, including gemstones,
leather, crystals, and more. Readers will learn how to cut, pierce, and texture
metal as well as make cold connections including wrapping and riveting. Any level
metalworker will love the end results of flowers that are as light as the flowers
they represent!
The Jeweler's Studio Handbook Brandon Holschuh 2009-02-01 Master the art and craft
of metal jewelry making in your own home studio! Great jewelry is original, welldesigned, and -- with the right tools -- can be created at home by the aspiring
artist. The Jeweler's Studio Handbook guides you through the process of equipping
your own jewelry studio and teaches you the techniques that will have you crafting
one-of-a-kind metal jewelry in no time. Artist Brandon Holschuh walks you through
planning your work space, selecting tools and materials, mastering basic metalwork
techniques, and applying your new skills to twenty original pieces. In addition,
The Jeweler's Studio Handbook encourages novel design, good organization and
fearless experimentation, ensuring it will remain an invaluable resource for
jewelry artists for years to come. Invites you into the world of the home jewelry
artist, from workbench to gallery Teaches fundamental jewelry-making techniques -hammering, soldering, riveting, and more -- in full-color photographs Illustrates
the steps for crafting twenty beautiful pieces of metalwork jewelry, including
rings, bracelets, earrings, and pendants Features gallery-quality jewelry from
dozens of contributing artists
Metal Jewelry Made Easy: A Crafter's Guide to Fabricating Necklaces, Earrings,
Bracelets & More Jan Loney 2016-04-05 Metalsmithing can be daunting, but this
beautifully photographed and comprehensive guide provides crafters with a gentle,
user-friendly approach to metal jewelry-making skills. After reviewing the
fundamentals of design, raw materials, and safety in the studio, readers encounter
a wide range of tools and techniques from piercing and stamping to forging and
setting stones enabling them to create 25 stunning, professional-looking
projects."
Stamped Metal Jewelry Lisa N Kelly 2010-07-27 Metal stamping is one of the hottest
trends in metal jewelry. Using purchased metal stamps and sterling silver blanks,
you can personalize your metal jewelry designs with words, textures, and creative
designs. Lisa Niven Kelly, creator of the online Beaducation workshops and
website, specializes in the technique and has been teaching stamping for more than
six years to enthusiastic students. Although stamping is a simple technique, the
right tools and skills will help you create professional and exciting results.
Stamped Metal Jewelry teaches multiple metal stamping and texturing techniques,
and the projects incorporate wirework and metalsmithing to create fabulous
necklaces, beads, charms, bracelets, cuffs, and earrings. The book opens with an
extensive section on stamping, wirework, and metalsmithing tools and techniques.
With these skills, you can begin the inspiring jewelry designs with confidence.
Nineteen projects cover a variety of techniques and designs such as creating
charms, incorporating stamped links into beaded projects, making stamped links
from flat wire and wire-wrapping them together, stamping on blanks and layering
them, riveting, texturing metal, oxidizing, and more. In addition to Lisa's
projects, the book features contributions by nationally known guest artists Tracy
Stanley, Kriss Silva, Lisa Claxton, Kate Richbourg, Janice Berkebile, and Connie
Fox.
Organic Wire and Metal Jewelry Beth L. Martin 2014-03-17 Showcasing gemstones,
crystals, sea glass, and pearls, this book offers new ways to incorporate raw
materials into beautiful jewelry pieces. Readers will learn multiple techniques,
including wireworking, drilling, stamping, riveting, simple setting, and more.
Clear instructions and photographs guide even a beginner jewelry-maker through
each project successfully, and the reader can choose to substitute stones or other
beads as desired. With a wide range of stylish and organic designs, and a gallery
for extra inspiration, every wireworker or metalworker will find the perfect
project.
Metal Jewelry 101 Suzanne McNeill 2008-01-01 Thirty four stylish pieces with
embossed metal, textured mesh, beads and wire.
The Complete Photo Guide to Making Metal Jewelry John Sartin 2013-04-01 With
beautiful illustrations and step-by-step instructions, this how-to book includes
all the techniques involved in crafting metal jewelry, including: —Cutting and
filing —Cold connections —Soldering —Texturing —Forging and forming —Setting
stones —Applying specialty finishes The book’s clear organization provides easy

Metal Clay for Jewelry Makers Sue Heaser 2012-10-23 Experience metal clay like
never before. Going far beyond most other metal clay books currently available,
Metal Clay for Jewelry Makers covers basics and much more. Inside, you'll explore
a range of techniques including forming hinges and beads; working with paper clay;
adding gemstones, glass, and ceramics; and syringing, burnishing, texturing, and
using patinas. You'll discover stunningly showcased silver and base metal clays
perfected in soft clay, paper, and paste forms. Sue also covers the materials that
are often used in conjunction with metal clay, including embellishments, stones,
and findings. After covering materials, Sue dives right into techniques, from the
basics to specific advanced techniques. She explores the use of additional
materials as well--applying resin, mounting stones, enameling, engraving and more.
A section on zero waste--how to conserve and reuse expensive metal clay remnants-completes the how-to section. Packed with more than 500 photographs, this book
will give you a clear guide to both the process and end product or effect. While
no projects are in the book, finished projects with tips and techniques are spread
throughout and provide inspiration for you to explore metal clay and to use your
newfound jewelry-making skills with this innovative material, often dubbed
"magical clay."
Exploring Metal Jewelry Tracy Stanley 2016-12-26 Amazing metal jewelry--no torch
required! Create metal earrings, bracelets, pendants, and necklaces without the
use of torches or flames! Exploring Metal Jewelry is your introduction to wire
wrapping, rivets, and metal forming--all you need to create jewelry piece you'll
love. Jewelry instructor, author, and self-described "low-tech" metalworker Tracy
Stanley will guide you through the techniques and tools you need to confidently
create your own custom pieces. Then, you'll put your new skills to work with 18
pieces sure to take your jewelry collection to the next level. From the To the
Moon and Back Bracelet to Falling Leaf Earrings to the Woven in Time Bangle and
the Blossoming Bell Pendant, Stanley will encourage you to explore your inner lowtech artist, finding your own look in each piece you create. The fun of these
projects is the journey--you don't have to know exactly how your piece will look
at the end. It's all about Exploring Metal Jewelry!
Magical Metal Clay Jewelry Sue Heaser 2008-10-09 Today's revolution in jewelry
making is quite simple, literally. With few tools and basic silversmithing skills
readers can quickly and easily create intricate pieces of solid silver jewelry
using the easy-to-follow instructions in Magical Metal Clay Jewelry. More than 250
step-by-step color photos demonstrate techniques needed to mold, fold, shape, cut,
braid, and carve metal clay to create more than 25 original pieces of beautiful
jewelry. With this book there's no need for hammering, sawing, or even a kiln,
making it accessible to anyone.
Metal Clay Jewelry Louise Duhamel 2006-08-08 Polymer clay and jewelry artists are
experimenting with metal clay more than ever, but there are few books on the
market to show them how to use this exciting new medium. Highlights include: ? 19
fashionable step-by-step projects, including a variety of styles provided by both
the author and talented contributing artists ? An easy, skill-building approach
that teaches readers a new technique with each project ? A wide range of creative
techniques--from carving and setting gems to making clasps and mixing found
objects with metal clay
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Making Metal Jewelry Nancy Lee 2013-08-06 The
Complete Idiot's Guide® to Making Metal Jewelry gives readers more than 125 stepby-step instructions and 200 fully illustrated color photos, for various metal
jewelry making techniques, including soldering, smithing, stamping, hammering,
riveting, and wiring. Readers learn how to work with easily obtainable but
beautiful metals to make unique pieces. In this book, readers learn about: Setting up an organized, efficient, inexpensive, and safe workspace. - Buying the
right tools for what they want to accomplish. - The fundamental concepts of
working with metal. - Key fabrication techniques such as moving, piercing,
smoothing, and joining. - How to add embellishments such as gems and found
objects. - Adding surface textures and colors. - Attaching chains and mechanisms
and finishing a piece to perfection. - Designing and executing truly unique
pieces. Along the way, special sidebars give readers alternate methods for
accomplishing various techniques, tear-free ways to correct common mistakes,
safety warnings, and more. The book also includes a dozen original project ideas,
with access to more projects and video instruction online.
Making Metal Jewelry Joanna Gollberg 2006-09-28 "Make elegant imaginative jewelry
by learning easy ways to join metal that don't require a solder or a torch."--From
publisher description.
Making Etched Metal Jewelry Kristen Robinson 2013-09-20 Copper, brass, and silver!
Looking to take your jewelry skills and experience to the next level? With Making
Etched Metal Jewelry you will become an alchemist, a magician, a historian, a
storyteller.... The rewards of making etched metal jewelry are plenty. There
really is no other way to create jewelry that holds such depth, texture, romance
and history. The images you etch are all up to you--use stamps, photos, hand drawn
symbols or handwritten text. Add velvet, gemstones, pearls and other bits of
ephemera meaningful to you and create something that is truly one of a kind! With
Making Etched Metal Jewelry you will: • Learn several techniques for etching
brass, copper and nickel silver of all shapes and sizes, following step by step
instruction and extensive safety precautions. • Make 17 step-by-step projects
including necklaces, bracelets, earrings, rings and more. • Incorporate beads,
wirework, fabric, ribbon, photos, soldering and more into your jewelry as you
master techniques as varied as wrapping bead dangles and cutting and doming metal
circles. Make a statement. Make an heirloom. Make etched metal jewelry!
Rustic Wrappings Kerry Bogert 2013-05-15 Explore a rustic approach to making
beautiful jewelry with exciting surface effects. Rustic Wrappings is packed with
over 24 wire and art bead jewelry projects and reveals the surprisingly artistic
effects of applying items such as salt, vinegar, bleach, sawdust, potato chips, or
baking soda to your copper, silver, brass and steel wire projects--high-end
effects with low-tech techniques. Achieving these innovative effects using
household products will not only inspire jewelry makers but mixed-media artists as
well. Advance your technique skills when you learn how to use patinas to add
rustic, weathered effects, create unique and natural-looking color combinations,
and use metal wire to embroider designs on metal jewelry pieces. Beginners will
benefit from detailed technique instruction, while skilled designers will enjoy
the introduction to more advanced techniques. With tons of information on
customizing effects for unique metal finishes, Rustic Wrappings will teach you to
re-imagine your wirework jewelry projects and create fresh designs that showcase
your new skill sets.
New Directions in Punched Metal Jewelry Aisha Formanski 2013-10-15 Discover a
metal-jewelry
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Minimal Metal Jewelry Kieu Pham Gray 2020-02-29 Minimal Metal Jewelry is a
collection of beautifully wearable pieces made using minimal materials, just two
gauges of wire and two sizes of jump rings. With just a few supplies and tools,
jewelry makers will create 20+ earrings, bracelets, pendants, rings, and more.
This project-focused book encourages jewelry makers to explore different metalwork
and wirework techniques. Gray includes a thorough discussion of torchwork and
soldering techniques, along with hundreds of clear, step-by-step photos so the
enthusiastic beginner will find success. Kieu Pham Gray has been creating jewelry
for more than 15 years, and it truly shows in her approachable designs. She
includes tips and tricks for technique success, learned through her many years of
teaching experience. Plus, each project includes an alternate version made with a
different metal, making this book a great value.
Making Metal Jewelry Jen Cushman 2013-01-10 Stamp, forge, form and fold your way
to stunning metal jewelry! Discover the stunning beauty inherent in asymmetry, raw
edges, rust and an intimate story as you explore the manipulation of metal your
way. Jen Cushman will lead you step-by-step through 21 projects that unleash
metal's wonderful potential for a style that is delightfully imperfect and
organic. Even if you've never wielded a hammer before, Making Metal Jewelry will
have you creating jewelry pieces you'll be proud to wear this weekend! Everything
you need to know to get started right away awaits you inside. Explanations of
different types of metal, wire, patinas, metalworking tools, soldering basics and
more. Complete step-by-step instruction for a variety of jewelry pieces including
earrings, rings, bracelets, necklaces and pendants. Inspiring variations on
several of the projects, and online links to additional project ideas. Begin your
new relationship with metal today. Let Making Metal Jewelry unleash your
metalworking potential and start creating jewelry that's authentically you.
Metal Jewelry Workshop Helen I. Driggs 2018-10-09 This beginner’s guide to metal
jewelry making shows how to create exciting wearable art using just 12 simple,
inexpensive hand tools—no jewelry torch required! Metal Jewelry Workshop includes
8 exercises and 12 projects featuring step-by-step photos that show exactly what
to do and how the result should look. By working through this book you will master
the use of jeweler’s tools and create beautiful pieces of jewelry along the way.
This tried and true learning method will help you build a foundation of proper
technique and let you excel without frustration. Wearing jewelry you made yourself
means you can express your creativity, talent, and personal taste all at once.
Metal Jewelry Made Easy Jan Loney 2009 Metalsmithing can be a daunting task,
especially to the beginner. This beautifully photographed, comprehensive guide
provides crafters of all levels with a gentle, user-friendly approach to
substantial metal jewelry-making skills. After reviewing the fundamentals of
jewelry design, raw materials, and safety in the studio, readers are introduced to
tools for cutting, drilling, forming, soldering, polishing, and more. Next, they
will learn a variety of techniques including piercing, stamping, forging,
annealing, oxidizing, casting, and even setting stones, enabling them to create 25
stunning and professional-looking projects.
Jewelry Making Tim McCreight 2005-01-01 Easy-to-follow instructions and carefully
executed illustrations make it possible for anyone to learn the basics of an ageold art form and fashion beautiful, lasting objects. Author discusses tools and
techniques, use of gems and enamels, wire inlay, casting, and other topics. 72
line illustrations and diagrams.
Heat, Color, Set and Fire Mary Hettmansperger 2012 Presents ideas for embellishing
metal jewelry with dramatic colors and textures, and using a variety of
techniques, and introduces the tools and materials needed.
New Stamped Metal Jewelry Lisa Kelly 2017-05-22 Cutting-edge stamping techniques
and designs! Since the publication of Lisa Niven Kelly's first book on metal
stamping, the craft has undergone a revolution, with more design stamps available
than ever before. This hotly-anticipated followup, authored together with Taryn
McCabe, gives you even more new ways to create personalized stamped jewelry.
Inside you will learn fresh techniques such as mandala stamping, and find patterns
for more than 20 projects: a trendy chevron necklace, chandelier earrings, gardenthemed cuff, and more. Easy-to-follow, full color step-by-step photos accompany
all basic techniques, as well as the jewelry projects, to guide your way. Discover
the unique looks you can achieve working with a variety of metals--silver, copper
and brass--while advancing your metalsmithing skills. Whether you're new to metal
stamping or your hammer is in need of fresh inspiration, New Stamped Metal Jewelry
has the instruction and inspiration you're looking for.
New Directions in Punched Metal Jewelry Aisha Formanski 2013-10-15 Discover a
simple technique that creates striking and original results. Using basic metal
punch tools--dots and lines--author Aisha Formanski brings a fresh approach to
jewelry-making inspired by Mexican stamped tin mirrors. Styles range from direct
references to the Mexican folk art that first inspired her, to geometric patterns
that resemble tin ceilings or printed fabric, or to designs that look like
Japanese sashiko or other embroidery. In addition to Aisha's stamping and design
techniques, enjoy tutorials on basic metalworking skills: Riveting Creating holes
Shaping Antiquing Basic polishing And filing Aisha focuses on inexpensive metals
such as copper, brass and nickel as she shows how to create basic punch designs
with just one stamp. She then demonstrates how the same design can be elaborated
using two, then three or more different punches. The design possibilities are
endless!
Jewelry Lab Melissa Manley 2011-09 DIVJewelry Lab uses brevity to ignite a passion
for working the metals processes and learning about all the ways metal can be
used. It provides aspiring metalsmiths and jewelry makers a way to learn
fundamental techniques that is quick and fun. In addition to the basic skills such
as sawing, drilling, soldering, and finishing, the book covers texturing, etching,
rolling, coloring, patinas, forming, connections, findings, solders, bezels,
rivets, and other experimental techniques. This is not a project book; rather, it
is an approachable, unintimidating workbook that breaks metals processes down into
very specific experiments, such as texturing or plastic deformation of metal, with
no goal in mind other than to experience how metal moves. Readers learn to
understand more about metal, how to master it, and gain a deep, thoughtful
underlying appreciation for process and method, becoming entranced with finely
crafting objects with great care./div
Fabulous Woven Jewelry Mary Hettmansperger 2005 Provides instructions for creating
a variety of earrings, bracelets, pins, and necklaces using unusual techniques and
diverse materials.

access to information with straightforward directions and hundreds of full-color
photos. You’ll also find easy projects for trying the techniques, as well as a
stunning gallery of metal jewelry pieces by experienced designers. Find beautiful
jewelry examples and gain skills and inspiration with The Complete Photo Guide to
Making Metal Jewelry!
Creative Metal Clay Jewelry CeCe Wire 2007 Imagine a material that looks and feels
like clay and yet, when fired, becomes pure, solid gold and silver! That's metal
clay, and here are the fabulous techniques and instructions, lavish photos and
projects that will open up endless creative possibilities to every crafter. With
this versatile product, metalwork becomes easier and faster, and it's simple to
create meaningful gifts or add techniques to the forms you've already mastered.
Combine the clay with lampworked and fused dichroic glass, enamel, and beads. Make
exquisite jewelry, sculpture, carvings, and more. Try a great new liquid gold for
coating silver objects. Among the glittering, gorgeous projects: an African Mask
Pin, Groovy Flower Earrings and Ring, Puzzle Piece Bracelet, and a Twig and Leaf
Condiment Spoon.
Metal Jewelry Workshop Helen Driggs 2018-10-09 "Gives information about different
tools, supplies, and techniques needed for making jewelry out of metal, as well as
numerous step-by-step projects"-Wrap, Stitch, Fold & Rivet Mary Hettmansperger 2008 An introduction to handcrafted
designer-quality jewelry offers detailed directions for twenty unusual jewelry
projects, including a twisted wire choker, bangle bracelet, bead pod pin, and
mixed metal earrings, along with step-by-step illustrations that demonstrate a
range of jewelry-making techniques and materials.
Getting Started Making Metal Jewelry Mark Lareau 2013-01-25 An ideal introduction,
this manual details the craft of making metal jewelry by pairing expert guidance
with clear, explicit photographs. Beginning with the basic tools and skills
necessary to master before complex projects can be executed successfully, every
stage of the metal jewelry art is discussed--from practicing proper safety to
learning how to cut, solder, buff, and stamp metals. Example projects--in styles
from contemporary and funky to classic and elegant--include pendants, earrings,
bracelets, rings, and chains.
Organic Wire and Metal Jewelry Eva M. Sherman 2014-04-01 Showcasing gemstones,
crystals, sea glass, and pearls, Organic Wire and Metal Jewelry offers new ways to
incorporate raw materials into beautiful jewelry pieces. Clear, step-by-step
instructions and detailed photographs teach readers a variety of basic jewelry
techniques and guide even beginner jewelry-makers through each project
successfully. Crafters can use the suggested materials or choose to substitute
stones or other beads as desired for an endless variety of elegant design
possibilities. With a wide range of stylish and organic designs and a photo
gallery for extra inspiration, Organic Wire and Metal Jewelry provides every
wireworker and metalworker with the perfect project.
Making Metal Jewelry Jen Cushman 2012-12-13 Stamp, forge, form and fold your way
to stunning metal jewelry! Discover the stunning beauty inherent in asymmetry, raw
edges, rust and an intimate story as you explore the manipulation of metal your
way. Jen Cushman will lead you step-by-step through 21 projects that unleash
metal's wonderful potential for a style that is delightfully imperfect and
organic. Even if you've never wielded a hammer before, Making Metal Jewelry will
have you creating jewelry pieces you'll be proud to wear this weekend! Everything
you need to know to get started right away awaits you inside. • Explanations of
different types of metal, wire, patinas, metalworking tools, soldering basics and
more. • Complete step-by-step instruction for a variety of jewelry pieces
including earrings, rings, bracelets, necklaces and pendants. • Inspiring
variations on several of the projects, and online links to additional project
ideas. Begin your new relationship with metal today. Let Making Metal Jewelry
unleash your metalworking potential and start creating jewelry that's
authentically you.
Stamped Metal Jewelry Lisa Niven Kelly 2013-03-10 Metal stamping is one of the
hottest trends in metal jewelry. Using purchased metal stamps and sterling silver
blanks, you can personalize your metal jewelry designs with words, textures, and
creative designs. Lisa Niven Kelly, creator of the online Beaducation workshops
and website, specializes in the technique and has been teaching stamping for more
than six years to enthusiastic students. Although stamping is a simple technique,
the right tools and skills will help you create professional and exciting results.
Stamped Metal Jewelry teaches multiple metal stamping and texturing techniques,
and the projects incorporate wirework and metalsmithing to create fabulous
necklaces, beads, charms, bracelets, cuffs, and earrings. The book opens with an
extensive section on stamping, wirework, and metalsmithing tools and techniques.
With these skills, you can begin the inspiring jewelry designs with confidence.
Nineteen projects cover a variety of techniques and designs such as creating
charms, incorporating stamped links into beaded projects, making stamped links
from flat wire and wire-wrapping them together, stamping on blanks and layering
them, riveting, texturing metal, oxidizing, and more. In addition to Lisa's
projects, the book features contributions by nationally known guest artists Tracy
Stanley, Kriss Silva, Lisa Claxton, Kate Richbourg, Janice Berkebile, and Connie
Fox.
Chic Metal Victoria Tillotson 2009 All that glitters is not gold–sometimes it's
copper, silver, or brass. With Chic Metal, you can design and create necklaces,
earrings, and even cocktail rings out of metals that sparkle and shine. Crafting
with metal is easier than you might think. You can make many of these 30 inspiring
projects with simple tools you already own, such as wire cutters, pliers, a
hammer, and a file. If you love jewelry making and are seeking a new challenge,
look no further–you're ready for some heavy metals.
Mixed Metal Mania Kim St. Jean 2012-08-29 Organic, expressive, and exciting, the
projects in this book reflect a truly original artist’s vision. Mixed Metal Mania
makes metal jewelry accessible to a brand-new audience. This book starts by
teaching the basic techniques and giving helpful tips, and then moves on to simple
projects before building into more challenging work requiring new skills learned.
Kim St. Jean also includes the stories of inspiration behind each project, adding
to the unique appeal of this book. For jewelry designers who crave something
distinctive, Mixed Metal Mania is a dream come true.
The Complete Photo Guide to Making Metal Jewelry John Sartin 2013-04
"Comprehensive reference for all techniques used for making gold, silver, bronze,
and copper jewelry"-- Provided by publisher.
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